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To the Editor
ARROGANCE OF ABILITY

(This article first appeared on 17 February
1967, in Tribune, London,whose permission
to reprint is gratefully acknowledged.)

A comment on the
Arusha Declaration

A revolution
in Tanzania
FENNER
BROCKWAY

other compan ies in wh ich the state has taken
a control Iing interest is the Metal Box

Company, London-owned. For several
years the Government has held majority
shares in the diamond industry.
One can say, therefore, that

Tanzania has achieved Aneurin Bevan's
Social ist aim ef taking over lithe comm- SIR - If there were an International
anding heights of the economy" • Union of Astronauts, one would expect
Nyerere bel ieves that African countries it to be dominated by the pinko-grey
have rei ied too much on foreign invest- Caucasian bloc, precisely because this
ment which has sapped self-reliance and is where the-;7erwhelming majority of
concentration upon hard work to create astronauts come from. Possibl y Robert
a viable economy from their own resources. McDonald would then complain of
He insisted in that memorable tal k with Gagarin, Grissom et ai's "arrogance
me that Tanzania's basic strength lay in of ability" (see his article December
its agricultural potential that this should 1966). A similar situation exists in

TANZANIA has suddenly become for be supplemented by industries processing the international student world. I
Social ists the most important country in these natural products, and by 'publ ic imagine that over 90 0k of today's
Africa. Not because it is large or responsibility for imports and exports o students come from Europe, North
strategically decisive, but because Julius This is the pattern of the revolutionary America, and Australasia. Is it then
Nyerere has announced the national isation changes which he has now made. surprising that they should be so
of its banks, insurance companies and A FURTHER point needs to be emphasised. influential within the international
many of its main industries. In a week the Nyerere will not be content with a organisations? On the contrary, I am
transition from capitalism to the basic revolution from above. He is leading a amazed that nations of the third world
economic pattern of Socialism has been det- great crusade to bring all the people into are as influential in IUS and ISC as
ermined. conscious participation in the creation they in fact are. If anything, it is the

Three years ago Nyerere told me this of a Socialist and equalitarian society. developing nations which have displayed
was his intention, but that two things were He demands that members of the Govern- great ability in student politics, whoever
essential before he could proceed. He ment, civil servants and party officials has the arrogance.
must obtain the financial strength to enable shall give a lead. They are not to be Surely this argument of sheer numbers
the Government to pay what compensation allowed to do jobs on the side from which explains the present preponderant of the
was necessary, and he must secure or train they get a second salary, they may not developed nations. And the reason why
rei iable technicians to replace any of the become directors of private companies; the situation is changing so slowly is
staff who left. He hoped, by the proven they may not own more than one house. based on the pace of development of
sincerity of his non-racialist policy, to Because this reflects the spirit and pract- higher education in the poorer nations
retain the service of most Europeans in key ice of Nyerere himself he will have of the world. But why are these countries
posts as well as to develop Africans for tremendous influence as he calls on the so worried about their voice in IUS and ISC?
management and in skills. people to devote themselves by dedicated Are these organisations of any importance,

Nyerere is engaged in nothing less than work to the revolution. real or potential, to the third world? Or
in carrying through a Socialist revolution Tanzania has its problems. One is to anyone else?
by legal means. The unique feature of the the confrontation with Rhodesia and the As far as I know, both international
Tanzanian revolution is that it is a deliber- need for help in completing roads and a unions spent the bulk of their time money
ate wide embracing transformation in a railway to enable Zambia to export its and energy on (a) sending off telegrams on
period of peace without any mass up-rising. copper and other products without depend- various current pol itical issues, (b) holding

The national isation of the banks and ing upon the Smith white dictatorship. conferences of student el ites, and (c)
insurance companies is the most spectacular Another is a certain ill-will against the attacking the other organisation. The IUS
change. The eight leading import-export Indian community who own most of the (read ISC) is continually condemning the
firms, mostly British, and eight grain mill ing shops and control the wholesale trade. ISC (rea~ IUS) for being the saboteur of
companies have also been nationalised, the Nyerere himself regards racial world student unity. Meanwhile, the rest
former to establish a State Trading Corpor- prejudice as the unforgivable sin; his of the world starves.
ation, the latter to service the Producer only deportations have been of Europeans I feel that international conferences
Co-operatives and the peasant farmer~. who have displayed it. My anticipation are Iittle more than excuses for hearty get-
fv\ost of Tanzania's coffee and cotton produ- is that he will seek to obtain the co- togethers at the expense of one's members:
ction is already co-operativised. The one operation of Indians in a plan to bring why should Africa seek to emulate the
large-scale agricultural production run on the wholesale firms under public owner- extravagancies of Europe? It would be much
the old private plantation system has been ship and to set up Co-operative Societies better if they were to set up an African
sisal and Nyerere's new socialisation decree in the retail trade. Otherwise all the Students' Secretariat which would be
gives the state for the first time a control Iing conditions are present, except perhaps someable to reach all students, rather than
interest in this industry. parochial ism among outlying tribes, for the subsidise expensive foreign tours by the

Major share holdings have also been creation of both the psychology and upper echelons of the student hierarchy.
acquired by the Government in the three structure of a Social ist society.
breweries, the British American Tobacco
Company, and the Iargest boot and shoe
company, all of which are closely related
to the predominant agriculture. Among


